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Die Rotpunkt Gruppe 
bietet Lösungen 
für Jungunternehmer.

Wollen Sie Ihre eigene Rotpunkt Apotheke führen?
Die Rotpunkt-Pharma AG wurde von selbstständigen Apothekern für selbst-
ständige Apotheken gegründet. Wir unterstützen heute über 100 unabhängige 
Apotheken in Marketing, Weiterbildung und Einkauf mit dem Ziel, deren Stellung 
im Markt zu stärken, damit sie fit sind für die Zukunft. Durch die Bündelung der 
Kräfte sichern wir den Rotpunkt Apotheken auch die Position als wichtiger und 
verlässlicher Partner im Markt, ganz besonders für unsere Kunden in der Apotheke.

Chance als Jungunternehmer
Mit der Tochtergesellschaft Vitopha AG unterstützen wir Jungunternehmer mit 
dem Ziel, die Apotheke selbstständig zu führen und die Apotheke Schritt für 
Schritt zu erwerben, ohne dabei das finanzielle Risiko der Verschuldung eingehen 
zu müssen.

Gestalten Sie Ihre Zukunft mit Rotpunkt. Neugierig und interessiert?
Gerne zeigen wir Ihnen in einem unverbindlichen Gespräch die Chancen und 
den Nutzen der Rotpunkt Gruppierung für junge ApothekerInnen mit unter-
nehmerischem Instinkt auf.

Melden Sie sich bei uns für ein persönliches Gespräch per Mail oder Telefon. 
info@rotpunkt-pharma.ch / 044 268 30 40

R OT P U N K T- P H A R M A
FÜ HR END  I N  MED I K A MENT  U ND  GE SU NDHEIT

Rotpunkt-Pharma AG, Mühlebachstrasse 20, 8008 Zürich, www.rotpunkt-apotheken.ch

Apothekerin Anne Laurence Noyer 
Dr. Noyer Rotpunkt Apotheken Bern
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Welcome Word

Welcome to the Career & Networking Days 2018!

It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the first-ever Career & Networking
Days. This event is not just a continuation of an old tradition, it is also the
reconsideration of what has always been at the very core of the traditional
Seminarweek: We, the students. It is about highly relevant topics for our
future regarding both scientific and medicinal aspects. It is about our future
perspectives in both pharma industry and public pharmacies. And most
importantly, it is the event for you to spend time together, to enjoy the kind of
long-lasting memory you look back to and go «Remember those days in
Interlaken?».

The tradition of the former Seminarweek lives on in our partnership with the
Hotel Carlton Europe and the numerous loyal sponsors. Therefore, we are
deeply grateful for all the support we received by them and hope to have
created a new event ensuring the support for many years to come.

We are very much looking forward to three outstanding days with fascinating
speakers, captivating subjects, phenomenal cuisine, great networking oppor-
tunities and most of all, a unique experience. These are the Career &
Networking Days 2018!

Yours sincerely,

Your organizing committee
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Time Table
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Time	
Thursday	
26.04.2018	
WELCOME	

Friday	
27.04.2018	

INDUSTRY	DAY	
Time	

7:00	

Arrival	
(Hotel	Carlton	Europe)	

Breakfast	
(Dining	Room)	

7:00	
	 	

7:30	 7:30	
	 	

8:00	 8:00	
	 	

8:30	 8:30	
	 	

9:00	
Career	Workshop	
(Seminar	Room)	

9:00	
	 	

9:30	 9:30	
	 	

10:00	 Coffee	Break	
(Lounge	Area)	

10:00	
	 	

10:30	 BioStrath	
(Seminar	Room)	

10:30	
	 	

11:00	
LimmaTech	Biologics	
(Seminar	Room)	

11:00	
	 	

11:30	 11:30	
	 	

12:00	 Rotpunkt	Presentation	
(Seminar	Room)	

12:00	
	 	

12:30	
Keynote	Lecture	
(Seminar	Room)	

12:30	
	

Rotpunkt	Lunch	
(Dining	Room)	

	
13:00	 13:00	

	 	
13:30	 Coffee	Break	(Lounge	Area)	 13:30	

	 Ebipharm	
(Seminar	Room)	

	
14:00	

Panel	Discussion	GSIA	
(Seminar	Room)	

14:00	
	 	

14:30	 Pharmafocus	
(Seminar	Room)	

14:30	
	 	

15:00	

Welcome	Apéro	&	Pharma	Exhibition	
(Lounge	Area	&	Booth	Room)	

15:00	
	 	

15:30	 GSIA-Apéro	
(Lounge	Area)	

15:30	
	 	

16:00	
Medical/Regulatory	Affairs	

(Seminar	Room)	

16:00	
	 	

16:30	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

16:30	
	 	

17:00	
Check-in	

(Reception	Desk)	
	

17:00	
	 	

17:30	 17:30	
	 	

18:00	 Galenicare	Evening	
(Seminar	Room,	open	end)	

Topwell	Theme	Evening	
(Seminar	Room,	open	end)	

18:00	

	 	



Time Table
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Time	
Saturday	
28.04.2018	

PHARMACY	DAY	

Sunday	
29.04.2018	
GOODBYE	

Time	

7:00	

Breakfast	
(Dining	Room)	

Check-out	
(Reception	Desk)	

7:00	
	 	

7:30	 7:30	
	 	

8:00	 8:00	
	 	

8:30	

Workshop	
Epidemiology	

(Seminar	Room)	

Workshop	Cannabis	
(Booth	Room)	

	

8:30	
	 	

9:00	 9:00	
	 	

9:30	 Toppharm	Presentation	
(Seminar	Room)	

9:30	
	 	

10:00	 Coffee	Break	
(Lounge	Area)	

Brunch	
(Dining	Room)	

10:00	
	 	

10:30	

Workshop	Cannabis	
(Booth	Room)	

Workshop	
Epidemiology	

(Seminar	Room)	

10:30	
	 	

11:00	 11:00	
	 	

11:30	 11:30	
	 	

12:00	
Lunch	

(Dining	Room)	

Departure	

12:00	
	 	

12:30	 12:30	
	 	

13:00	

Panel	Discussion	FPH	
(Seminar	Room)	

13:00	
	 	

13:30	 13:30	
	 	

14:00	 14:00	
	 	

14:30	 Coffee	Break	
(Lounge	Area)	

14:30	
	 	

15:00	
Medical	Information	
(Seminar	Room)	

15:00	
	 	

15:30	 15:30	
	 	

16:00	

	

16:00	
	 	

16:30	 16:30	
	 	

17:00	 17:00	
	 	

17:30	 17:30	
	 	

18:00	 Bähler	Gala	Evening	
(Seminar	Room,	open	end)	

18:00	
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Keynote Lecture: Career Building

Thursday 26.04.2018, 12.30-13.30

You’re just about to finish your studies and can’t wait to enter the business
world? Be prepared! The business world is large and there are countless job
possibilities. But which skills do you need for your dream job and what further
educations are useful? How can you stand out of the crowd to get the most
attention from your future employer? Our guest speaker Melvin Olson will
answer you these questions and many more!

Skip Olson is currently the Global Head of real-world data (RWD) Strategy and
Innovation at Novartis. As such, he is responsible for promoting the very best
in research methodology and applications of Real World Data across all thera-
peutic areas to drive better decision making. He has a background in Health
Economics & Outcomes Re-search (HE&OR) where he has led the use of real
world-evidence (RWE) to transform the generation of patient insights and
value for money assessments. Skip is a member of the Institutional Council of
the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research
(ISPOR).

He obtained a PhD in Biostatistics at Harvard University and has worked for a
dozen years as a clinical statistician in the pharmaceutical industry.



Career Workshop

Friday, 27.04.2018, 09.00-10.00

Am I dressed properly for an interview? Shall I mention my hobbies in the
CV? What salary proposition shall I make to my interviewer?
The large step into the business world is not too far ahead. Dr. Volker
Herdtweck will give you a deeper insight into what really matters in your CV,
interview training and many more aspects for job applications in “Big
Pharma”. You will get hand-on tips and tricks to show future employers your
full spectrum of competences.
This workshop also gives you the unique opportunity to meet up with an
experienced employer from one of the most successful pharma companies
worldwide. Take the chance and ask all the questions you are burning for!
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LimmaTech Biologics

Friday, 27.04.2018, 11.00-12.00

LimmaTech Biologics AG is a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company

focused on the development and manufacture of next generation bioconju-

gate vaccines. The spin-off was founded in 2015 following the acquisition of

GlycoVaxyn AG by GSK. LimmaTech actively explores applications of glyco-

engineering and protein glycosylation in several fields and exclusively

develops new vacines for GSK.

Michael Kowarik is the Vice President Business and IP Strategy and respon-

sible for the identification and development of vaccine candidates through

their early stages. He also manages the intellectual property strategy and

development at LimmaTech.

He co-invented a platform technology for protein glycosylation during his

postdoc. The platform became the core of Glycovaxyn’s vaccine develop-

ment franchise and was acquired by GlaxoSmithKline in February 2015.

Michael has a PhD in Biochemistry from the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-

nology, Zurich (ETH Zurich). He has authored several peer-reviewed publi-

cations and is an inventor of several granted patents establishing the scien-

tific framework of the bioconjugation technology.
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Panel Discussion GSIA

Friday, 27.04.2018, 14.00-15.30

The Swiss Society of Industrial Pharmacists (GSIA), founded in 1956, is an
organization for academic professionals with a background in life-sciences in
pharmaceutical industry. GSIA organizes events for their members for net-
working purposes within the pharmaceutical industry. Furthermore, the asso-
ciation organizes educational programs with special and current topics.

Toni Widmer did an extramural PhD-thesis in a co-operation between Novartis
and the University of Würzburg on drug-like molecules of low solubility.
Afterwards, he became an external formulation expert for nanoparticular
formulation & solid dispersion for a year. He’s holding a position as Senior
Scientist in preclinical development for three years at Novartis.
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Medical/Regulatory Affairs

Friday, 27.04.2018, 16.00-17.00

Lisa Astfalck studied pharmacy at the ETH Zurich (2005-11) and successfully
finished her studies with the federal diploma as certified pharmacist. She
entered the field of Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance with a pharma-
consulting enterprise after having gained two years of working experience in
public pharmacies. In 2015, she was hired by AstraZeneca AG as responsible
person for Medical Information/Patient Safety Management and Advertising
Materials. She was promoted to Regulatory Affairs Manager in September
2017.

12





Swiss expertise in 
 phyto-pharmaceuticals
since 1864

Max Zeller Söhne AG
8590 Romanshorn 
Switzerland

www.zellerag.com 
info@zellerag.ch
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From seed to patient

Zeller is a leading company in developing, 
manufacturing and distributing evidence-
based phyto-pharmaceuticals with 
highest quality standards in Switzerland. 

Controlled quality over the entire value 
chain: Zeller has control of all processes, 
from cultivation of the medicinal plants 
up to the production of the fi nished 
packaged product.

The extraction and subsequent treatment 
of the  extracts to manufacture the fi nal 
medicinal form take place  according to 
GMP. For the documentation of our 
 products,  Zeller  implements pre-clinical 
and clinical trials, which are  published 
in internationally recognised journals. 
 Guaranteeing control of the entire value 
chain  requires long-term investments 
in infrastructure. We are committed to 
Switzerland as our home market and are 
consequently investing for the future in 
Romanshorn and Uttwil.

Max Zeller Söhne AG
8590 Romanshorn 
Switzerland

www.zellerag.com
info@zellerag.ch
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The Pharmacist‘s Role in Epidemiology

Saturday, 28.04.2018, 08.30-10.00/10.30-12.00

Pharmacists are in the privileged position to be at the very base of

epidemiological data and its outcome, directly at the patient. This workshop

will introduce you into the principles of public health, the measures available

in Switzerland and practically relevant applications of public health

approaches.

Furthermore, a practical example will conclude this workshop showcasing the

importance, potential and tools available to pharmacists in epidemiology and

public health.

Dr. med. Rolf Heusser is director of the National Institute for Cancer

Epidemilogy and Registration (NICER) of Switzerland.

Following his post-graduate studies at the University of California, Berkeley, he

developed a broad and highly-specified expertise in public health for more

than 20 years.

Furthermore, he is also highly invested in the educational programs in public

health jointly offered by the universities of Basel, Berne and Zurich. He has

won four times consecutively the award for best teacher in the master

program.
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Cannabis in the Pharmacy
Saturday, 28.04.2018, 08.30-10.00/10.30-12.00

Cannabis has been experiencing a revival for therapeutic purposes in recent
times. However, prescription of cannabinoid drugs faces numerous political
and regulatory restrictions, thus reducing its potential medical applications.
The Bahnhof Apotheke in Langnau currently holds the single permission to
sell cannabis in form of oils and tinctures for medical use in Switzerland. The
pioneering pharmacy developed experience in the medical use of canna-
binoids in the last years with the treatment of over 3000 patients.

Daniela Eigenmann studied pharmacy in Berne and Basel and obtained her
PhD in pharmaceutical biology at the university of Basel in the group of Prof.
Hamburger. She holds the position of deputy pharmacist for the production
and selling of cannabinoids drug at the Bahn-hof Apotheke in Langnau.
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Panel Discussion FPH Offizinpharmazie
Saturday, 28.04.2018, 13.00-14.30

The change in the Medizinalberufgesetz (MedBG) introduced for the first
time the obligation for post-graduate educational programs for pharmacists.
Though plans for such programs have been discussed vividly in the last
years, concrete information is both sparse and contradictory. Thus, we have
invited vice-president Peter-Michael Burkard from pharmaSuisse and Florian
Sarkar from the Swiss Young Pharmacists Group (YPG) to our panel
discussion.

Peter-Michael Burkard studied pharmacy at the ETH Zurich and graduated
with the federal diploma in 1987, followed by an FPH Offizinapotheke in
2004. Currently he works as an independent pharmacist in Chiasso.
He is vice-president of pharmaSuisse and responsible for the education of
pharmacists, including the assistance year and famulatur.
Furthermore, he is member of the administrative board of Axapharm AG
and the federal examination council of the BAG.
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Florian Sarkar graduated from pharmacy school at the university of Basel in
2009 and started to work at his parents’ community pharmacy in Balsthal. In
2010, he joined the executive committee of swissYPG because he wanted to
share his visions about the future role of pharmacists in the health care
system.
SwissYPG encourages young pharmacists to proactively shape their career and
commit to the change that awaits our profession. Their main activities are the
exchange with pharmaSuisse and asep, the organisation of events such as the
Forum Pharmazie and their biennial symposium and other projects such as the
exchange with the young family doctors (JHaS).
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Medical Information Is not a Monopoly

Saturday, 28.04.2018, 15.00-16.00

Zeno Davatz has been CEO of the IT-enterprise ywesee GmbH for 18 years.
The company specifically build up an expertise in the analysis of re-levant
data associated with our healthcare system. His deep conviction for the
application and generation of OpenSource software led him originally to cut
down on the illegal monopoly of Documed (editor of 'Compendium') in a
long lasting legal fight. This case shaped the future of his company drastically
and ended in the invention of a new app he will be presenting to you.

20

Download the AmiKo Desitin App for your platform!



Galenicare Evening

Thursday, 28.04.2018, 18.00-open end

Be Surprised!
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Topwell Theme Evening – Roaring Twenties

Friday, 27.04.2018, 18.00-open end

Make sure to attend this legendary party in an appropriate costume!
Win a special price by showing up with the most exclusive and suitable
“roaring 20s dress“.
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Topwell Theme Evening – Menu

Friday, 27.04.2018, 18.00-open end

Mixed Green Salad with Croutons and Carrots
***

Shrimp-Cocktails
or

Vegetable-Carpaccio

***
Veal Loin à  Jus Merlot

Risotto ai funghi
Vegetable Bouquet

Vegi:
Escalope de Tofu à Jus Merlot, Risotto ai funghi and vegetable

Bouquet

***
Dessert buffet

Be aware: Only water and the served wine are covered!
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Dr. Bähler Dropa Galadinner – Menu

Saturday, 28.04.2018, 18.00-open end

Variation of Mixed Salads

***
Cream of Tomato with Cream Hood

***
Roastbeef

Sauce Béarnaise
Potato Gratin

Broccoli florets with almond splitters

Vegi:
Chanterelle Ravioli with tomato cubes
Decorated with a delicious Herbal Air

***
Variation of light and dark Mousse au chocolat

Be aware: Only water and the served wine are covered!
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Interlaken

Interlaken is located in canton Berne and lies between the Lake of Thun and
Brienz which are connected by the river Aare. Additionally, Interlaken is
surrounded by the world-famous three mountains Eiger, Mönch and
Jungfrau.
Since the 19th century, Interlaken has been a tourist destination and has
been visited by famous people like Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and Felix
Mendelssohn Bartholdy. The completion of the Bernese Oberland Railway
1890 and the Jungfrau Railway in 1912 further encompassed Interlaken’s
development into one of Switzerland’s top traveling destinations.
Today, Interlaken is the starting point for various excursions and provides
more than 45 mountain railways, cable cars, chair lifts and ski lifts to 200
kilometers of pistes and a dense network for hiking.
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Accomodation

The Hotel Carlton-Europe has more than 100 years of hospitality tradition and

is located at the center of Interlaken only a few meters away from the train

station „Interlaken Ost “. Its location is ideal for excursions to the Jungfrau

region and to the lakes of Thun and Brienz. All hotel rooms are equipped with

a TV, radio, free Wi - Fi and a safe. The hotel offers a Wellness area

(Oberländer Wellness Dörfli) with a Finnish Sauna, a Bio-Sauna and vapor-

bath. Special showers as well as a water bath ensure refreshment, a rest area

with deck chairs awaits you for relaxing moments. Since spring 2015, there is a

natural swimming pond in the hotel garden. A choice of restaurants serves

either typical Swiss dinner (Restaurant Chalet Beizli), traditional barbecue

specialities (Johnny’s Pub and Grill) or spices from far east (Restaurant

Shalimar). “Le connaisseur du vin” finds himself best suited at the „ Caveau de

l’Europe “ . Large seminar rooms for up to 180 people are available with

modern equipment and daylight.
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Map
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Arrival & Departure

Station Time Platform Information
Zürich HB dep 09.32 32 InterCity 1

Direction: Genève-AéroportBern arr 10.28 5

Bern dep 10.34 6 Intercity 61
Direction: Interlaken OstInterlaken Ost arr 11.28 5

Departure:
Sunday, 29.04.2018
Station Time Platform Information
Interlaken Ost dep 13.00 7 Intercity 61

Direction: Basel SBBBern arr 13.52 7

Bern dep 14.02 2 InterCity 1
Direction: RomanshornZürich HB arr 14.58 34

Arrival:
Thursday, 26.04.2018
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Diamond Sponsors
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Platin Sponsors
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 Abrechnungszentrale & Partner 
für innovative Dienstleistungen



Gold Sponsors
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Äskulap Sponsors

Apotheke und Parfumerie zur Bleiche, Zürich

Toppharm Apotheke Höschgasse

Weissenstein Apotheke, Langendorf

Hirsch Apotheke, Zürich

Apotheke Adelboden, Adelboden

FÜR ÄRZTE UND ANDERE AKADEMISCHE BERUFE 



Emergency numbers

Pharmacy
Grosse Apotheke Dr. G. Bichsel AG
Bahnhofstrasse 5a, 3800 Interlaken
Phone: +41 (0)33 827 60 00
Opening hours: Monday-Friday: 07.30 a.m. - 18.30 p.m.

Saturday: 07.30 a.m. - 17.00 p.m.

Hospital Interlaken
Weissenaustrasse 27, 3800 Unterseen
Phone: +41 (0)33 826 26 26
www.spitalfmi.ch

General Practician
Dr. med. Fabienne Friedli
Höheweg 2, 3800 Interlaken
Phone: +41 (0)33 823 60 21

Dr. med. Andreas Luder
Höheweg 2, 3800 Interlaken
Phone: +41 (0)33 823 60 22

OC emergency number:
Alice Lessing, +41 (0)76 466 23 66
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Organizing Committee

Manuel Dihr Ramona Grob Stefan Čáp 
Sandra Kreis Victoria Beindl Alice Lessing
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